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* The editors received the first version of this chapter in January 2003.
1
The final version of this chapter has greatly benefited from Yves Duhoux’s and Anna Morpurgo
Davies’ extremely valuable suggestions. It is a pleasant duty to express here my gratitude to
them, as well as to Françoise Rougemont for her remark in note 48. Any remaining infelicities
are my responsibility. The section on ‘Personal names’ is based on the data collected for a
forthcoming Die historischen Personennamen des Mykenischen (GARCÍA RAMÓN 2000-2001b;
GARCÍA RAMÓN 2005c).
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§15.1. GENERAL REMARKS
In the Linear B tablets, a considerable number of proper names is attested:
in approximate figures, almost 2000 anthroponyms (§15.2) and some names of
oxen (§15.2.5), over 50 theonyms and divine epithets (§15.3), almost 400 toponyms and ethnics (§15.4).2
Proper names, when we can recognize them and know how to read them,
provide us with direct information about the Mycenaean world,3 its social
relationships and values, its religion and religious attitudes, its geography, etc.
They can even tell us something about the way in which the Mycenaeans
perceived and named their physical environment. Names can also provide evidence about the prehistory and early history of Greece. Even the non-Greek
names, which are very common, especially in Crete, serve to bear witness to
the existence of pre-Greek populations in Mycenaean Greece, irrespective of
how their presence may be interpreted and of what we know or do not know
about their first contacts with the Greek world.

§15.1.1. Proper names: identification, interpretation
We can only decide that a Mycenaean word is a proper name on the basis
of a careful examination of the text in which it occurs: we must resist the temptation to rely only on apparent formal similarities with proper names, common
2

3

It must be stressed that all figures are approximate as the identification of many words as
names, and particularly as specific types of names, is often far from certain, and even more so
in the case of short texts.
Documents2 offer an extremely valuable overview on personal names (92-105, 404-5), religious
names (125-129, 410-412) and place names (139-150, 414-417). Cf. also the short presentation
in Handbuch, 399-429, and the chapters on Mycenaean people, geography and religion in
World, 35-68, 84-101; S. HILLER in HILLER-PANAGL 1976, 245-256, 261-277, 289-314, and
RUIPÉREZ – MELENA 1990, 107-129, 181-197. Main collections of Mycenaean personal names
are LANDAU 1958 (excellent, but now obsolete) and the Pylian and Cnossian prosopographies by
LINDGREN 1973 and LANDENIUS-ENEGREN 2008 respectively. On their geographical distribution,
cf. BAUMBACH 1986; BAUMBACH 1987; BAUMBACH 1992; ILIEVSKI 1992; KILLEN 1992a;
VARIAS GARCÍA 1998-1999. For religious names cf. BOËLLE 2004; ROUGEMONT 2005; GARCÍA
RAMÓN 2010. For place names cf. HART 1965; SAINER 1976; WILSON 1977; CREMONA –
MARCOZZI – SCAFA – SINATRA 1978; MCARTHUR 1985; KILLEN 1987; MCARTHUR 1993; BENNET
1999; BENNET 2000 (forthcoming). On the relations between Greek and non-Greek names cf.
BAUMBACH 1992; FIRTH 1992-1993; ILIEVSKI 1992; KILLEN 1992a.
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nouns or adjectives attested in the Greek of the first millennium. The specific
criteria for the identification of anthroponyms (§15.2.1), theonyms (§15.3.1) or
toponyms (§15.4.1) differ, but two principles are always valid: (a) a word
which is used in close parallel with a proper name of a certain type may be
deemed to be a name of the same type; (b) a word may be a proper name even
if its direct context does not provide sufficient information, as long as it also
appears in at least one other text where it can be identified with certainty.
Once a proper name has been recognised as such, attempts may be made to
provide its interpretation. The various readings which are allowed by the spelling
may be compared with alphabetic Greek forms (proper names, common nouns
or adjectives, both compounds and simplicia) or, in some instances, with reconstructed forms postulated through comparison with other IE languages. This is in
fact the only possibility of interpretation, as the context can only help us to
understand that a word is a proper name of a certain type (personal name, place
name, etc.) and that it has a certain case form; it cannot tell us how to choose
between alternative interpretations. This is possible with common nouns because
they convey a certain meaning. Thus the context tells us that pa-te in PY An 607,
where it is contrasted with ma-te, must be read /pater/ ‘father’, but in KN B 1055,
where it precedes VIR 213[, pa-te must be read /pantes/ ‘all’ (nom. plur.).4 This
is not equally easy for proper names which are meant to refer to, or designate,
persons, gods or places, rather than to convey a meaning. A person called Victor
Smith is not necessarily a conqueror and/or a metal worker.
More than fifty years after the decipherment of Linear B, the interpretation
of proper names is confronted with basically the same difficulties as those
stressed by MICHAEL VENTRIS and JOHN CHADWICK in the pages of the first
edition of Documents that they dedicated to personal names.5 Given the deficiencies of Linear B, the form underlying a Mycenaean spelling can only be
conjectured. In practice, length is an all-important factor for name interpretation: the longer the word, the more likely it is that we can identify it. Thus, the
MNs e-ru-to-ro and e-ru-ta-ra, the GN po-ti-ni-ja and the PN ma-to-ro-pu-ro
may be safely interpreted as /Eruthros/, /Eruthra/ (: ˆErúqrav, cf. êruqróv
‘red’) /Potnia/ (: pótnia ‘lady, mistress’) and /Matropulos/ (cf. Púlov,
Mjtrópoliv, and mßtjr ‘mother’, Hom. púlai ‘gates of a town’). On the
other hand, short words (i.e. forms which consist of no more than two syllabograms) are only identifiable if the Greek of the first millennium offers a perfect
correspondence, e.g. the MN to-wa /Thowa(n)s/, the GN e-ra (dat.) /hErai/ ‘to
Hera’ or the PN ri-jo /Rhion/, cf. Qóav (gen. Qóantov, a ‘short form’ of
4
5

More about these two different readings of pa-te §11.4.1 above.
Documents1, 92ff.
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Qoßnwr, cf. qoóv ‘quick’, ânßr ‘man’), ÊJrj, ¨Ríon (Åíon ‘peak’). Even so,
complete certainty is not possible.
It may also happen that the spelling allows several Greek readings. An ideal
case is when one and only one of these has an exact match (or, at least, a close
correspondence) in alphabetic Greek. This is the case, for instance, of the name
to-wa-no, which may be read as either /Thowanor/ (cf. qoóv ‘quick’) or /Thorwanor/ (cf. qoÕrov ‘violent’): the comparison with Hom. Proqoßnwr (cf.
proqéw ‘run in advance’), Qóav makes the first interpretation preferable. If the
spelling matches more than one proper name attested in alphabetic Greek,
a decision is not possible: the MN e-u-ko-ro can be read as EΔkolov ‘with
good character’, EΔxorov ‘with good dances, choirs’ (cf. xórov) or EŒklov
(a ‘short’ form of Eû-kléjv ‘with good fame’, cf. kléov). For e-u-da-mo both
EΔdamov (cf. Myc. da-mo /damos/ ‘community’) and Eûdaímwn (cf. daímwn
‘divine power’) are possible, as long as only the nominative is attested.
It goes without saying that things may be even more difficult. For most
names none of the possible underlying forms finds a match in the names of
alphabetic Greek. In this case two possibilities remain. On the one hand we
may suggest an interpretation based on what we know about Greek semantics
and word formation and hope that one day new data (e.g. a new text) will confirm our proposal. On the other hand we may adopt a more pessimistic attitude,
which is often the only valid one, and admit that life is hard and the name must
remain uninterpreted. The reader will observe that in this chapter I have mainly
adopted the first approach.

§15.1.2. Mycenaean names and first millennium names, Greek and non-Greek
names
A number of Mycenaean names have exact equivalences in Homer or in
classical Greek.6 Moreover, when we can provide a Greek interpretation, we
discover that formation and naming devices are, in spite of some slight differences for personal names (§15.2.2), practically the same in Mycenaean and in
the Greek of the first millennium. This does not mean, of course, that all names
attested in Linear B and in later Greek are of Greek origin or can be understood
in Greek terms. Greek names are often transparent, as e.g. the MN EΔdjmov, a compound of eŒ ‘well’ and d±mov ‘people’, or the PN Mjtrópoliv, a
compound based on mßtjr ‘mother’ and póliv ‘city’. Many names are not and
6

It is obviously impossible to give exact, or perhaps even approximate figures (Handbuch, 400
suggests ca 300 names with a Greek interpretation in a total of ca 700 names).
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are in practice unetymologizable, however, even if they correspond to famous
heroes or mythical figures, to major gods or to well-known places. In fact,
Greek and non-Greek names coexist in the Mycenaean texts, as they did in
classical Greek. Whether the proportion of non-Greek names is the same in
both periods must remain an open question, for the obvious reason that for
names attested in Linear B, ‘unidentified’ or ‘not interpreted’ does not automatically mean ‘pre-Greek’ or, more generally, ‘non-Greek’, i.e. belonging to
one of the non-Greek languages spoken in Greece before the coming of the
Greeks, who brought with them the Greek language.
The intelligibility of a name may bear on its date of origin: an unanalyzable
name may be older than a totally transparent one. Some unetymologizable
names may belong to a pre-Greek layer. This is true even if, not surprisingly,
we are hardly ever able to establish a link with a specific non-Greek language.
It does not help that except for Linear B none of the languages written in
Greece in pre-alphabetic scripts (Cretan ‘hieroglyphic’, Linear A, etc.) has yet
been successfully deciphered. At any rate it is methodologically correct to try
to interpret in the first instance every name in terms of Greek: this is the only
way open to us to reach a correct reading and interpretation since Greek is the
only language of Bronze Age Greece which is known to us. However one must
be aware that not everything can be explained.

§15.1.3. A tentative classification
The simplest classification is probably that which contrasts two groups of
proper names: (1) those which are easily comparable with names or words
attested in the first millennium and (2) those which are not.
(1) Names comparable with forms (or their variants and/or derivatives) attested
in alphabetic Greek (or in the Cypriot syllabary) are made up of (or based
on) recognizable verbal, nominal, adjectival and adverbial elements which
may or may not be understandable. To this type belong:
(1a) names with a transparent Greek (i.e. Indo-European) etymology, as
e.g. e-ru-to-ro /Eruthros/ or po-ti-ni-ja /Potnia/;
(1b) names which, though not immediately transparent, are understandable
on the basis of linguistic comparison with other IE languages, as e.g.
the MN ka-sa-no /Kass-anor/ (cf. Kássandrov) ‘who excels among
men’ (cf. Hom. kékasmai ‘excel’: Ved. sasad- ‘id.’) and the PN meta-pa (: Métapa) ‘(land) behind (or in the middle of) the water’ (cf.
Skt. áp- ‘water’);
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(1c) names like e.g. the MN ka-ra-u-ko /Glaukos/ (: GlaÕkov), the WN
mu-ti-ri /Murtilis/ (cf. also WN Murtíla, Murtív, MurtÉ), the GN
si-to-po-ti-ni-ja /Sito-potnia/ ‘Mistress of Grain’ or the PN se-ri-nuwo-te (: SelinoÕv), which are based on words which belong to the
Greek lexicon, though they do not have an IE etymology (glaukóv
‘gleaming’, múrtov ‘myrtle’, s⁄tov ‘grain’ and sélinov ‘celery’);
(1d) names which though attested in alphabetic Greek have no obvious
link with any Greek lexical item and remain entirely opaque, e.g. the
GN a-te-mi-te (dat.) /Artemitei/ (: ‰Artemiv) or the PN ko-no-so
/Knos(s)os/ (: Knwsóv).
Names which look as transparently Greek may also be adaptations of foreign
names. For instance it was long believed that the feminine name a-re-ka-sa-dara /Aleksandra/ was built on the masculine /Aleksandros/* (:ˆAlézandrov, cf.
âlézw ‘ward off, keep off’, ânßr ‘man’), which in its turn was an adaptation
of the Hittite Alaksandus, but more recently the alternative view has gained
support that the Hittite form is an adaptation from Greek.7 Other names are
easily identifiable, but remain opaque, as e.g. the MN mo-qo-so (: Mócov),
the GN e-nu-wa-ri-jo (: ˆEnuáliov) or the PN tu-ri-so (: Tulisóv).
(2) Names which cannot be compared with Greek defy any interpretation; cf.
for instance the MN ta-qa-ra-ti, the GN ma-na-sa, the PN ka-u-da, etc.
For this type, which is reasonably extensive, a further classification is not
possible, but we should in fairness note that we cannot entirely exclude the
possibility that we are dealing with Greek names which we have not been
able to identify.
There are also some names which strictly speaking have no exact or approximate equivalent in alphabetic Greek and therefore should be listed under (2)
but may still allow an interpretation in Greek terms and could be treated as a
subcategory of (1). Cf. for instance the MN e-ti-ra-wo, the GN (rather than
WN) ko-ma-we-te-ja (dat.) and the PN ku-te-re-u-pi (instrumental) which may
be interpreted as /Erti-lawos/, /Komawenteiai/8 and /Khutreuphi/ in view of MN
ˆOrsí-laov ‘who puts his people in motion’ (cf. La-értjv), kómj ‘long hair’,
komßtjv ‘with long hairs’ and xutreúv ‘potter’ respectively.
7

8

Anatolian origin was assumed by SOMMER 1932, 365ff. For the opposite view cf. HEUBECK
1957b, 273f.
The name ko-ma-we-te-ja is most probably a formation with the appurtenance suffix /-eia-/, built on
a derivative of */koma-/ (: kómj) ‘long hair’, but the form of the suffix remains obscure: /-went-/
(cf. MN ko-ma-we /Komawens/, nom. sing. of */komawent-/) is possible, cf. DEL FREO 1996-97, who
assumes that /Komawenteia-/ may be interpreted as the partner of a masculine god /Komawens/.
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§15.2. PERSONAL NAMES (AND NAMES OF OXEN)
§15.2.1. Identification, interpretation
As we have seen, the identification of a Mycenaean word as a personal name
must be prompted by the context of the document in which it appears. Reliable
indications are the presence of a VIR (‘man’) or MULIER (‘woman’) ideogram
followed by the number 1 or no number, the parallelism with personal names
in similar formulas, or the indication of the father’s name, mostly with a patronymic adjective as in Hom. A÷av TelamÉniov ‘Ajax, son of Telamon’; cf.
a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo e-te-wo-ke-re-we-i-jo /Alektruon Etewokleweh-ios/ ‘Alektruon,
son of Etewoklewes’; see the MNs ˆAlektrúwn and ˆEteo-kl±v, and cf.
class. Gr. âlektruÉn ‘cock’, originally ‘defender’, and Hom. êteóv ‘true’,
kléov ‘fame’. It is not always clear whether a form conceals a man’s name or
a title: this is the case with mo-ro-qa /mo(i)rokkwa-/ ‘possessor of a lot’ (mo⁄ra
‘lot’, pásasqai ‘obtain’) and qe-ja-me-no /kweiamenos/ (cf. teisámenov
‘revenged’, part. med. of tínw),9 both attested at Pylos. A proper name can also
appear as a common noun in a different context, e.g. ti-ri-po-di-ko (: Hom.
trípov ‘small tripod cauldron’), which is a man’s name (dat.) in PY Cn 599
and a common noun (plur. /tripodiskoi/) in MY Ue 611.
Many Mycenaean names, especially (but not exclusively) in Crete, cannot be
interpreted in terms of that part of the Greek lexicon which has an IndoEuropean origin: they may point to non-Greek populations, both when they
are obscure (cf. e.g. qa-qa-ro [cf. Linear A qa-qa-ru] or most of the masculine names in -i- at Knossos10), and when they have clear matches in alphabetic Greek like ka-ra-u-ko /Glaukos/ (: GlaÕkov), o-tu prob. /Otus/
(: ‰Otuv, Xenophon) or i-do-me-ne-ja /Idomeneia/, the feminine counterpart of
ˆIdomeneúv (Hom.). But many of the names are actually Greek, and some of
them can be etymologized and often attributed a ‘translation’ value, i.e. a meaning, in the special sense in which this word can be used for proper names
(§15.2.3); cf. for instance the Greek Megakl±v ‘who has great glory’ (méga
kléov). It must be stressed, however, that the fact that a given name can be
interpreted in Greek terms or even matches an alphabetic Greek form does not
necessarily imply that it is always ‘translatable’ or understandable. For instance,

9

10

Cf. KILLEN 1992b, 379f.; HILLER 1999, 294; GARCÍA RAMÓN 2007. Aliter Études, 376 with n. 123,
which sees in qe-ja-me-no a title /kweyamenos/ ‘révérend, honoré’ (cf. tíw ‘honour, revere’).
Cf. BAUMBACH 1979; BAUMBACH 1987; BAUMBACH 1992; FIRTH 1992-93; KILLEN 1992a;
MORPURGO DAVIES 1999, 396f.
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the meaning of the MN a-ni-ja-to (: âníatov ‘incurable’) is absolutely clear,
whereas that of ta-ti-ko-∞œ, if read as /Statigonos/ (cf. WN Stasigónj11) is less
so; it may be rendered with ‘who lets his lineage (gónov, gonß) stand’, but this
is not explicitly supported by phrases attested in alphabetic Greek. The situation
is basically the same as in alphabetic Greek, where many compound names
whose elements are clearly recognisable defy any logical interpretation (Olivier
Masson called them ‘composés irrationnels’). Cf. for instance, Swsi-fánjv or
Kallí-aisxrov; the former name arises from an arbitrary joining of Swsi°
and °fánjv, two elements which are well attested in standard ‘translatable’
compound names, such as Swsí-filov ‘who saves his friend(s)’ or ˆEpi-fánjv
(: êpifanßv ‘suddenly visible’); for its part Kallí-aisxrov includes two
contradictory elements, namely kalóv ‘beautiful’ (and kállov ‘beauty’),
aîsxróv ‘ugly’. Given the fact that the naming system of first millennium
Greek and that of Mycenaean are basically the same (§15.2.2-3), one may
safely assume that the same holds good for this point. The fact that very few
arbitrary compound names have been recognized in Mycenaean (and always
with difficulties and disagreements) is probably due to an unconscious desire
to attribute to all names a rational meaning, even if this finds no support in the
alphabetic Greek evidence.
Any attempt at interpreting a personal name which has no counterpart in
first millennium Greek is actually feasible only in terms of Greek (i.e. on the
basis of Greek and IE vocabulary and word formation) for the obvious reason
that Greek is the only language that we can operate with (§15.1.2). Two remarks
of very different kind are in order at this point. Firstly, for this type of names
an interpretatio graeca, i.e. an explanation of the name as based on a Greek
word, is far from plausible if the name occurs in a tablet or series in which only
non-Greek names occur. Secondly, in the case of obscure names which because
of their length may conceal a compound, the possibility of a so called irrational
compound, untranslatable but formed of Greek elements, must be taken into
account before we are ready to accept a non liquet conclusion.

§15.2.2. Greek personal names: word formation
From the point of view of word formation the types of Mycenaean Greek
personal names (obviously non-Greek names cannot be considered) are basically
the same as in alphabetic Greek, as are those of names of oxen (cf. §15.2.5).

11

GARCÍA RAMÓN 1992, 253 n. 71.
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The feminine personal names follow the same patterns as the masculine ones
in both formation and semantic motivation (§15.2.3). Their only distinguishing
formal feature is the use of specific feminine forms built with suffixes which
are excluded from normal composition, e.g. °géneia in a-ti-ke-ne-ja /Antigeneia/ (: ˆAntigéneia) vs. the MN ˆAnti-génjv (adj. °genßv), or a-re-ka-sa-da-ra
/Aleksandra/ (: ˆAlezándra), a-pi-do-ra /Amphidora/ (: ˆAmfidÉra) vs. ˆAlézandrov, ˆAmfídwrov, whereas the standard lexical compounds in °genßv,
°androv, °dwrov use the same forms for masculine and feminine.
From a purely formal point of view, the following types of personal names can
be distinguished: (1) compounds,12 (2) short forms of compounds, and (3) simplicia, i.e. names based on (or simply reflecting) individual common nouns or
adjectives with or without additional suffixes.
(1) Compounds of all types:13
(1a) Possessive compounds, e.g. e-u-ru-da-mo /Euru-damos/ (: Eûrú-damov) ‘who has a broad community’, /Etewo-klewes/* (:ˆEteokl±v)
‘who has an authentic (êteóv) fame (kléov)’ in the patronymic e-tewo-ke-re-we-i-jo /Etewoklewehios/.
(1b) Prepositional compounds which have an adverb or a preposition as
their first element e.g. a-pi-a2-ro /Amphi-halos/ (:ˆAmfí-alov), a-tike-ne-ja /Antigeneia/.
(1c) Verbal governing compounds (Rektionskomposita), which correspond
to a phrase where either (i) the verb is the first element followed by a
nominal element in the function of one of the complements required
by the verb (e.g. a-ke-ra-wo /Arkhe-lawos/ or /Age-lawos/ [: ˆArxélaov
or Hom. ˆAgélaov] ‘who commands/leads the people’, e-ke-da-mo
/(h)Ekhe-damos/ [ˆExé-damov] ‘who overcomes men’ or ma-na-si-weko [: Mnasíergov] ‘who thinks of/remembers his work’),14 or (ii) the
verb provides the second element (e.g. da-i-qo-ta /Dahi-kwhontas/
[: Djifóntjv, Hom. Djñfonov] ‘who kills in battle’, pu-ko-wo /Purkowos/ [: Delph. purkóoi ‘who watch fire’], a-no-qo-ta /Anor-kwhontas/ or /An®-kwhontas/ [: Hom. ândreifóntjv] ‘who kills men’).15
12

13

14

15

On the different types of compounded names in Mycenaean, cf. HEUBECK 1957a; HEUBECK
1957b; FREI-LÜTHY 1978; ILIEVSKI 1983; ILIEVSKI 1999; WAANDERS 2008.
Because of the semantic flexibility of compound names (§15.2.3.1), the translations suggested
are only approximative.
The name belongs to the type of bwtiáneira, tercímbrotov compounds, e.g. e-ti-ra-wo
/Erti-lawos/ (cf.ˆOrsí-laov), a-re-ka-sa-da-ra (: ˆAlezándra), on which cf. HEUBECK
1957a; HEUBECK 1957b.
The first member of Hom. ândreifóntjv is probably analogical to that of ’Argei-fóntjv.
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(1d) Determinative compounds, in which one of the elements is qualified
by the other, e.g. a-ko-ro-da-mo /Akro-damos/ (: ˆAkró-djmov) ‘head
of the community’,16 the ox’s name po-da-ko /Pod-argos/ (: Hom.
Pódargov, horse’s name) ‘white-’ or ‘swift-footed’.
(2) ‘Short’ or ‘abbreviated’ forms of compounds, either, (2a) with partial preservation of the second element (type Pátro-kl-ov cf. Patrokléjv17)
with or without the addition of specific suffixes, or (2b) with the deletion
of one of the elements which may be replaced by specific suffixes (alph.
Gr. -ov, -av, -íov, -íav, -[í]wv, -eúv, -éav, -iv, -¢v and others; fem. -É,
-id-), e.g. SÉsi-lov (type 2a) and S¬siv, Swsíav, Swséav, Swsíwv, fem.
Sws-É (type 2b) from Swsí-laov. Some of the suffixes are well attested
in Mycenaean, e.g. /-os/ (: -ov), /-as/ (: -av), /-ios/ (: -íov), /-eus/18 (: -eúv),
/-ewas/ (: -éav), /-on/ (: -wv). Some Mycenaean examples:
(2a) pe-ri-to /Peri-thos/ (from pe-ri-to-wo: Hom. Peiríqoov ‘who runs
around’), pe-ri-mo /Perimos/ from pe-ri-me-de (: Perimßdjv), o-kuno /Okunos/, from o-ku-na-wo /Okunawos/ (cf. § 15.2.3.1).19
(2b) de-ke-se-u /Dekseus/ (: Dezeúv, parallel to Déziv, Dezíav, DezÉ,
cf. Dezí-xariv from déxomai ‘receive’), ka-ri-si-jo /Kharisios/
(: Xarísiov, Xarisíwv, cf. Xarís-androv vel sim.); da-te-wa
/Daitewas/ (cf. daív ‘banquet’) presupposes Dait° (type Daítarxov) or °daítav (Myc. e-u-da-i-ta /E(h)u-daitas/).20 The names
in /-tor/ (type ka-to /Kastor/: Kástwr) may be understood either
as ‘short’ forms corresponding in this case to /Kasti°/ compounds
(: Kasti°, kékasmai ‘excel’) or as nomina agentis, i.e. appellatives designating the performers (or simply the subjects) of the verbal action expressed by the root, e.g. Hom. mßstwr ‘adviser’, cf.
mßdomai ‘to be minded’.

16

17

18

19

20

The name reflects the topic of the propugnaculum ciuitatis, cf. GARCÍA RAMÓN 2006a, 45ff.
(with discussion of other views). The interpretation as a common compound ‘rassembleur du
damos’ (TOP, 170; Handbuch, 535) is obviously incompatible with the rules of Greek word
formation.
The Linear B script does not allow us to establish whether expressive gemination of the type
Kléo-mm-iv, Kleo-mm-¢v (from Kleoménjv), which is frequent in classical Greek, was also
common in Mycenaean.
The nom. sing. and dat. plur. of the *-eº-stems are written /-eus/, /-eusi/ on the assumption
that Osthoff’s law (cf. Companion 1, 247) is post-Mycenaean.
Cf. also a-e-ri-qo /Aheri-kwhos/, /-on/ from a-e-ri-qo-ta, to be read as either /Aheri-kwhoitas/ (cf.
Jom. ©erofo⁄tiv ‘walking in darkness’, LEUKART 1994, 61ff.) or /Aheri-kwhontas/ ‘killing
with a sword (ãor)’ (HAJNAL 1992, 285ff.).
For the dossier of daív, daíomai in Greek onomastics cf. GARCÍA RAMÓN 2000-2001a.
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(3) Names consisting of (or based on) one nominal stem, which does not necessarily go back to the first or second element of a compound. Among them
there are names based on common nouns (e.g. a3-ta-ro /Aithalos/: A÷qalov,
re-wo /Lewon/: Léwv) and adjectives (e-ni-ja-u-si-jo /Eniausios/), cf.
aîqalóv ‘smoky flame’, léwn ‘lion’, êniausíov ‘yearling’ (sÕv), as well
as participles (ku-ru-me-no /Klumenos/: Klúmenov).21
In practice we are dealing with nicknames which are formed with fundamentally the same derivational suffixes as in classical Greek. These mostly
coincide with those listed in (2b), cf. e.g. ko-pe-re-u /Kopreus/ (: Kopreúv, cf.
kóprov ‘excrement’), wo-ne-wa /Woinewas/ (: Oînéav, Oîneúv, cf. o˝nov
‘wine’), MN e-ru-ta-ra /Eruthras/ (cf. êruqróv ‘red’), a-re-ta-wo /Aretawon/
(: ˆAretáwv, cf. âretß ‘excellence’), o-re-ta /Orestas/ (: ˆOréstjv).
Since the derivational suffixes tend to be the same, it is not always easy to
determine whether a name formed with one of them belongs to (2b) or to (3). For
example, po-ro-te-u /Proteus/ (: Prwteúv, Prwtéav) and po-ro-u-te-u
/Plouteus/ (: Plouteúv, Plout¢v) may be short forms of compounds such as
e.g. PrÉt-arxov and Ploút-arxov or simply be formed directly from pr¬tov
‘first’, ploÕtov ‘wealth‘ respectively. On the other hand, the fact that the suffixes
form a relatively close system may help to interpret Mycenaean names in the light
of those of first millennium Greek. For instance, the existence of alph. Gr.
Kud-éav, Kud-eúv alongside Kúd-av, Kúd-wv, Kúd-ixov, Kúd-iv (corresponding to kÕdov ‘glory’ in Kud-ßnwr and/or ˆAndro-kúdjv) lends support to the
assumption that alongside Daít-av, -jv, Daít-wv, Daít-ixov, Da⁄t-iv forms such
as *Dait-éav, *Dait-eúv, which are not attested in the first millennium, may also
have existed: this allows us to interpret da-te-wa as /Daitewas/, see above.
(4) There are two derivational suffixes which may be regularly added to every
personal name. On the one hand, the patronymic suffix -i-jo /-ios/ indicates
the father’s name, e.g. a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo e-te-wo-ke-re-we-i-jo /Alektruon
Etewokleweh-ios/ ‘Alektruon, son of Etewoklewes’.22 On the other hand,
the ‘possessive’ (or ‘pertinentive’) suffix -e-jo /-eios/, fem. -e-ja /-eia/23
indicates possession by, or direct connection with, the person on whose
name the derivative is formed, e.g. we-we-si-je-ja /Werwesi-eiai/ ‘the

21

22

23

For some forms we assume the accent retraction typical of Greek names, though obviously
Mycenaean does not provide any evidence about the accent.
The same suffix is used for adjectives of material, cf. wi-ri-ni-jo /wrinios/ ‘made of leather’
besides wi-ri-ne-jo and wi-ri-ne-o /wrine(h)os/ (cf. Hom. Åíneon).
Cf. KILLEN 1983; Études, 260f., 279, which assumes pre-Greek origin (also RUIJGH 19981999).
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women of (depending on) we-we-si-jo /Werwesios/’24 or pu2-ke-qi-ri-ne-ja
/Phugegwrin-eia-/ (TH) corresponding to MN pu2-ke-qi-ri (PY), dat. pu2ke-qi-ri-ne (TH) /Phuge-gwrins/, /-inei/. The MN /Phuge-gwrins/ means
‘who escaped (∂fuge) the heavy (brî-)’, namely the spear, the evil or the
stone (GARCÍA RAMÓN 2009).

§15.2.3. Greek personal names: meaning and naming motifs
In classical times the choice of personal names could reflect the values and
taboos of the name givers, i.e. of contemporary society, as well as many aspects
of daily life, which would otherwise remain unknown or would have been
known only by chance from literary texts or epigraphic documents.
The same holds true for Mycenaean onomastics.25 This is, for instance, the
case with the Knossos name qa-sa-ko /Kwas-arkhos/, which corresponds to alph.
Gr. Pás-arxov, cf. the aor. pásasqai (synonymous of ktßsasqai ‘get’) and
Ktßs-arxov, both compounds which match the Herodotean phrase ktjsaménou
t®n ârxßn ‘having taken power’ (Hdt. 6.34):26 the fact that conspiracies are
not recorded in the Mycenaean archives does not exclude the possibility that
they existed in Mycenaean times, as they did at the time of Herodotus.
For the sake of clarity, a distinction will be made at this point between
compounds and simplicia.
§15.2.3.1. Compounds
In Greek, compounds are a very frequent source of personal names.
The possible combinations of first and second element of compounded names
are practically unlimited, whence the amazing variety of possible values. Some
of them may even not make any sense from a lexical point of view (§15.2.1).
As in alphabetic Greek, the internal syntax of a compound used as a name
in Mycenaean is more flexible than that of standard lexical compounds: for
instance, to-wa-no /Thowanor/ (qoóv ‘quick’, ânßr ‘man’) is not a possessive
compound (‘having fast men’), but simply reflects the individualisation of the
phrase qoòv ânßr ‘quick man’, just as alph. Gr. Néandrov reflects véov ânßr
(cf. Il. 23.589 véou ândróv).27
24

25
26
27

Cf. KILLEN 1983, 83. The MN we-we-si-jo is a ‘short’ form of a compound with a first member /Werwes°/ (: Hom. e˝rov ‘wool’, cf. RUIPÉREZ 1999, 538f.).
Cf. the overview by ILIEVSKI 2000 (forthcoming); cf. also ILIEVSKI 1979.
GARCÍA RAMÓN 2000a.
See GARCÍA RAMÓN 2000b.
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Some compounds reflect a syntagm28 or a two-member phrase which is
attested in Greek literature or even a phraseological collocation29 with reminiscences of poetic phraseology: they express as a rule praise and respect.30
But other compounds are exactly the opposite. Within the first group some
examples speak for themselves, e.g. the names a-no-me-de /Anor-medes/ or
/An®-medes/ (: ˆAndro-mßdjv), e-u-me-de /E(h)u-medes/ (: Eû-mßdjv) or o-kuna-wo /Okunawos/, with the short form o-ku-no /Okunos/, which reflect Hom.
mßdea t’ ândr¬n ‘thoughts of men’ (Il. 2.340), aûtóv tˆ eŒ mßdeo (Il. 2.360),
Ökéav v±av ‘swift ships’.31 Some of the names reflect Indo-European poetic
expressions, e.g. the WN a-qi-ti-ta /A-kwhthita/ (cf. Hom. kléov ãfqiton ‘inextinguishable fame’: Ved. srávo ákÒitam32). This may happen either directly or
through formal Greek replacements for a collocation inherited from IE, e.g. MN
e-ri-ke-re-we /Eri-klewes/ ‘who has good [êri°] fame [kléov]’, which is basically equivalent to alph. Gr. Eûkléjv (: Ved. Su-srávas-) and to Megakl±v
(cf. Hom. méga kléov: Ved. máhi srávas). Phraseological collocations inherited
from IE survive, for instance, in names like e-ka-no (∂xw, ânßr) ‘who overcomes men’, which provides a semantic match for alph. Gr. Nik-ánwr,
Níkandrov,33 or like ne-ti-ja-no /Nesti-anor/ (: Néssandrov) ‘who saves his
men’ which conceals in its first element the causative meaning ‘let come home’
(Goth. nasjan ‘s¬sai’) of IE *nes- ‘reach a desired goal, come home’ (Hom.
véomai) and was replaced by Swsí-androv (cf. Hom. Od. 3.231 ãndra saÉsai), S¬ndrov and the like.34 The same applies for qe-re-qo-ta /Kwele-kwhontas/ ‘striking from afar’ (cf. tjlebólov).35 In some cases it is only comparison
with other languages which makes the compound names comprehensible. Thus,
the MN ke-sa-do-ro /Kessandros/ (together with the WN ke-sa-da-ra /Kessandra/) continues a first element *kens- ‘give solemnly a piece of advice’ (Vedic
saμs, Lat. censeo) and means ‘who speaks solemnly to the men’:36 the colloca28
29
30
31
32
33

34

35
36

I.e. a group of words which constitute a significative item.
I.e. a frequent sequence of two lexical stems which often follow each other.
Cf. the overviews by NEUMANN 1995 and GARCÍA RAMÓN 2005b, 2009.
On the names related to sailing cf. NEUMANN 1994.
RISCH 1987b, 9ff.; LEJEUNE 1988.
This is actually the old meaning of IE *segh-, cf. Ved. sah ‘overcome’, Goth. sigis ‘victory’);
see MEIER-BRÜGGER 1976. A perfect Vedic phraseological parallel is offered by RV V 7.10c
iÒáÌ sasahyan n®¯n ‘might (Atri) overcome the impulses, the men’, cf. n®-s0h- ‘domination over
men’ (GARCÍA RAMÓN 2005a, 127, 2005b, 37f.).
Cf. GARCÍA RAMÓN (forthcoming 1). The MN Néstwr is a short form of a /Nesti°/ compound.
KÖLLIGAN 2001-2002.
GARCÍA RAMÓN 1992. The short form ke-ti-ro /Ke(n)sti-los/ points to a compound */Ke(n)sti-lawos/ (with /°-lawos/: laóv ‘army’) ‘who speaks solemnly to his army’, a concept which
is also expressed by ra-wo-ke-ta /Lawo-ke(n)stas/.
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tion is also continued in alphabetic Greek Aînjsimbróta, Aîvjsílewv (cf.
parainéw ‘exhort’) with replacement of the original verb. Similarly the meaning of o-ti-na-wo /Orti-nawos/ is shown to be ‘who urges on (∫rnumi) the ship
(vaÕv)’ both by Hom. njÕv ôrnuménj (Od. 12.182-3: Ökúalov vjÕv /
∂gguqen ôrnuménj ‘the racing ship urged on closer’) and by the Rig-Vedic
formulaic line (II 42.1b = IX 95.2b) íyarti v0cam aritéva n0vam ‘he urges his
voice forward as the rower the ship’, in which the collocation ‘he urges forward
(íyarti corresponding to alph. Gr. ∫rnusi) the ship (n0vam: = v±a)’ is glossed
and made explicit as ‘the activity of the rower’ (aritár-: *êretßr, where an
original r-stem is guaranteed for Greek too by the PN ˆEretría).37 The interpretation must remain open in cases such as ta-ti-qo-we-u, which may conceal
/Stati-gwoweus/ (cf. boústaqmov, boústasiv) or /Tati-gwoweus/ ‘who steals
cows’ if the first element reflects IE *(s)teh2- ‘steal’ (Hitt. taizzi, OLat. imperative
(S)TATOD, also alph. Gr. tjtáomai ‘be stolen’ Pindar).38
Some feminine names have a meaning which does not fit with the role of
women in Greek society. One particularly remarkable case in alphabetic Greek
concerns the name of Kassándra (and Kasti-áneira), to be understood as
‘she who excels (Hom. kékasmai) among men’. We can safely assume that
the name has been mechanically built on the model of the corresponding MN
Kássandrov (the oldest form of which is also attested in Linear B: ka-sa-no
/Kassanor/), a compound reflecting heroic ideals which in the Greek world
were reserved for men. The same may apply to Myc. ke-sa-da-ra /Kessandra/,
the feminine counterpart of ke-sa-do-ro /Kessandros/ (see above): since it is
hardly conceivable that a woman speaks solemnly to the men in the Mycenaean
society,39 one may assume that ke-sa-da-ra /Kessandra/ (the first element of
the compound has nothing to do with that of Kassándra) has been mechanically built on the MN ke-sa-do-ro /Kessandros/.
In Mycenaean we also find names which are anything but heroic. Some are
highly expressive; cf. e.g. mo-ro-qo-ro /Mologwros/ (: Mólobrov, name of
a Laconian) ‘devourer of excrements’ (Odysseus, disguised as a beggar, is
insulted as molobróv in Od. 17.219, 18.2640) or ku-mo-no-so, which can be

37

38

39

40

GARCÍA RAMÓN 2002. The inherited collocation *∫rnusi v±a(v) is continued by êlaúnei
v±a(v), cf. e.g. Od. 12.276: êlaúnete v±a mélainav ‘so drive the black ship onward’.
PLATH 1999, 511ff. In that case Myc. /Tati-gwoweus/ would reflect the well-known IE motif
of the stolen cows (alph. Gr. boÕklec: Sophocles).
An exception may be a prophetess, as for example Cassandra. We can assume that the former
speaking name /Kessandra/, which was no longer supported by a verbal paradigm or by other
forms of the root in Greek, was replaced by Kassándra secondarily, cf. GARCÍA RAMÓN 1992.
NEUMANN 1992 shows that the compound is made up of *mólo° (cf. mélav ‘black’, Skt. málam
‘dirt’) and °brov (cf. bibrÉskw ‘devour’, Lat. uorare).
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read as /Gumnorsos/ ‘(having) the bottom (ôrsóv) bare’ (gumnóv)’,41 or the
names with °ka-ra /-kras/ ‘head’: a3-ka-ra if it conceals /Ai(k)-k(a)ras/ ‘GoatHead’ (cf. aîgo-kéfalov ‘owl’), mu-ka-ra /Mu-k(a)ras/ ‘Mouse-Head’ (cf. mÕv
‘mouse’).42
§15.2.3.2. Simplicia
Simplicia (common nouns or adjectives) used as personal names are mostly
nicknames in origin and denote, as a rule, noticeable characteristics which are
rarely positive. They must have been first used ad personam, i.e. they must
have designated first one given person, and then they must have acquired the
status of proper names which could be used for other people presumably starting with members of the same family: the name could be used for a son or
daughter, or for a relative, whether or not it suited the recipient.
A highly conventional classification of naming motifs,43 which embraces all
possible characteristics expressed in the creation of names, including their relationship with society, with a place or with a god, and is based on appellatives
of all kinds, could be as follows:
(a) Age: /Geron/ (: Gérwn ‘old’), e-ni-ja-u-si-jo /Eniausios/ (cf. Hom. êniaúsiov ‘yearling’).
(b) Physical characteristics: re-u-ko /Leukos/ (: LeÕkov, cf. leukóv ‘white’),
re-wa-ko (dat.) /Leiwakoi/ (cf. leíaz ‘beardless boy’),44 si-mo /Simos/
(: S⁄mov, Símwv), fem. si-ma (cf. simóv ‘snub nosed’).
(c) Personality: a-pa-si-jo-jo (gen.) /Aspasioio/ (: ˆAspásiov) ‘gladly welcome’, de-we-ro /Dweilos/ and de-we-ra /Dweilas/ (cf. deilóv ‘coward’).
(d) Way of life: po-ro-u-te-u /Plouteus/ (: Plouteúv, cf. ploÕtov ‘wealth’).
(e) Profession: a-ke-ro /Angelos/ (cf. ãggelov ‘messenger’), ku-ke-re-u /Kukleus/ (: Kukleúv, cf. kúklov ‘wheel’).
(f) Birth circumstances: ti-ri-to /Tritos/ (: Trítov, Trítwv, and fem. TritÉ)
‘born on the third day of the month’, o-pi-si-jo /Opsios/ (cf. ∫ciov ‘late’,
MN ‰Ocimov).
(g) Theophoric names: a-pa-i-ti-jo /hAphaistios/ (cf. GN ÊJfaistov), di-wi-jeu /Diwjeus/ (cf. d⁄ov).
(h) Mythical figures: a-ki-re-u /Akhil(l)eus/ (:ˆAxil[l]eúv), de-u-ka-ri-jo /Deukalion/ (: Deukalíwv). Whether these names reflect mythical figures in
Mycenaean times must remain an open question.

41
42
43

44

NEUMANN 1999, 202ff. (with reference to the MN Melámpugov ‘having a black bottom’).
a3-ka-ra as per RISCH 1966, 65 n. 31; mu-ka-ra as per MEIER-BRÜGGER 1989, 45 n. 5.
This classification largely follows the no less conventional one in BECHTEL 1917, which will
also be adopted in Die historischen Personennamen des Mykenischen (GARCÍA RAMÓN 20002001b, 467ff.; GARCÍA RAMÓN 2005b, 28ff.).
GARCÍA RAMÓN 2006b, 44.
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Ethnics: cf. a3-ku-pi-ti-jo /Aiguptios/ (: Aîgúptiov, Aîguptía) ‘of Egypt’,
ka-pa-ti-ja /Karpathia/ ‘of Carpathos’.
Poetic words: a3-ta-ro-we /Aithalowens/ (cf. Hom. aîqalóeiv ‘smoky’), pira-me-no /P hillamenos/ ‘beloved’? (Hom. êfílato, fílato).
Animals: ku-ne-u /Kuneus/ (cf. Kun±v: cf. kúwn ‘dog’),45 o-ki-ro /Orkhilos/
(: ôrxílov ‘robin’),46 ru-ko /Lukos/ (: Lúkov, Lúkwv), ta-u-ro /Tauros/
(: TaÕrov), te-u-to /Teuthos/ (: teÕqov ‘calamary’ or ‘squid’47 cf. as parallel the WN Sjpía), a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo /Alektruon/ (: class. Gr. âlektruÉn
‘Cock’48).
Plants: a-to /Anthos/ (: ‰Anqov, cf. ãnqov ‘flower’), mu-ti-ri /Murtilis/ (cf.
Múrtiv, PN Múrtiliv cf. múrtov ‘murtle’).
Materials: ma-ma-ro /Marmaros/ (: Mármarov) ‘marble’.
Natural elements and phenomena: a3-ka-ra /Aigla/ (: WN A÷glj, cf. a÷glj
‘radiance’).
Clothes and the like: pe-po-ro /Peplos/ (: Péplov, cf. péplov ‘woven
cloth’).
Utensils: ko-re-wo /Kolewos/ (cf. koleóv, -ón ‘sheath’).
Places: na-si-jo /Nasios/ (cf. v±sov ‘island’), po-ti-jo /Pontios/ (: Póntiov,
cf. póntiov ‘of the sea’).

§15.2.4. Personal names and Mycenaean society
It is likely that the autochthonous names of slaves and foreigners were
replaced by (nick)names, especially ethnics, devised first by the owner or by
the community, as was sometimes the case in first millennium Greece. We may
even assume that the same was true for people who had only a modest status
in society. But this can hardly be more than a general tendency. It is true
that compounds in °ke-re-we (: klé$ov ‘glory’) and °ra-wo, ra-wo° (: la$óv
‘people in arms’) usually refer to persons with military responsibilities,49
and that prominent men at Pylos had ‘warrior names’. But it is also true that
names of this type were also borne by smiths at Pylos, cf. e.g. ma-ka-ta

45

46
47
48

49

The form ku-ne (MY) is a dative /kunei/ ‘for the dog’ (KILLEN 2004, 220f.) rather than the
nominative of a MN /Kunes/ (as per RISCH 1987a, 287).
ILIEVSKI 1992, 336; GARCÍA RAMÓN 2000-2001a, 431ff.
Cf. MASSON 1972, 289f.
On the assumption that the domestic cock was unknown in Mycenaean times the MN a-re-kutu-ru-wo has been interpreted as ‘defender’ (RISCH 1990, 238ff.; DUHOUX 1997, 188f.), cf.
Hom. âlézw ‘ward off, defend’ and the MN (dat.) a-re-ko-to-re /Alektorei/, a-re-ke-se-u
/Alekseus/ – the cock is actually an animal of well-known apotropaic character. However bones
of domestic poultry have been found at the level of Middle Bronze Age at Lerna in the Argolis,
cf. GEJVALL 1969 (I owe this information to the kindness of Françoise Rougemont, Paris X
Nanterre).
Cf. PALAIMA 1999.
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/Makhatas/ (: maxjtßv ‘warrior’) or ra-wo-qo-ta /Lawo-kwhontas/ ‘slaying the
people’ (cf. laofónov Bacchylides). This fact could be due to the military
nature of their work,50 but humble workers at Knossos and shepherds and workers at Pylos also bore such high-flown names as ka-ra-u-ko /Glaukos/ (: Hom.
glaukóv ‘gleaming’), e-ke-da-mo /(h)Ekhedamos/ ‘who overcomes men’ and
a3-ta-ro-we /Aithalowens/ (: aîqalóeiv ‘smoky’). This evidence strongly suggests that there was no clear-cut distribution of name type according to social
classes in the Mycenaean world, and that high-level names were in fact common among the lower classes.
However, there is a clear indication of high rank and that is the use of
the father’s name mentioned after the name, normally by means of a patronymic adjective, formed by adding the suffix -i-jo /-ios/ to the father’s name,
i.e. [name] – [father’s name + /-ios/],51 e.g. a-re-ku-tu-ruwo e-te-wo-ke-rewe-i-jo /Alektruon Etewokleweh-ios/ ‘Alektruon, son of Etewoklewes’. As a
rule the name of the father does not occur after the name of persons of low
status.

§15.2.5. Names of oxen
In the Knossos Ch tablets names are given to some oxen (as horses are given
a name in Homer).52 Some of these names are descriptive, and take the form
of adjectives (a3-wo-ro /Aiwolos/, ke-ra-no /Kelainos/, cf. Hom. aîólov
‘changeful of hue, lustrous, quick-moving’, kelainóv ‘black’) or of compounds, such as po-da-ko /Pod-argos/ (: Pódargov ‘white-’ or ‘swift-footed’,
the name of two horses in Homer), to-ma-ko /Stom-argos/ (cf. stómargov
‘noisily prating’), wo-no-qo-so /Woin-okws/ (cf. Hom. o÷nwpa pónton ‘wine coloured sea’). Others are mythical: a-ri-jo /Arios/ or /Arion/ (: ˆAríwn Il. 23.346
name of a horse, cf. âr-eíwn ‘better’), a3-wa /Aiwans/ (: A÷av, Ai$anv
in Corinth: perhaps a ‘short’ form of /Aiwolos/: aîólov), ko-so-u-to /Ksouthos/
(: ZoÕqov, Hom. zoÕqov ‘quickly moving’ and ‘yellow’). It must be stressed
that, although mythical, in this case the name could be descriptive (‘tawny’ or
the like).

50
51

52

Cf. DEGER-JALKOTZY 1999, esp. 128 (who deals comprehensively with ‘warrior names’).
Another onomastic formula consists of [name] – [father´s name] – [i-jo /hios/, i-ju /hius/ or u-jo
/huios/: uïóv ‘son’] (or occasionally [ko-wo /korwos/]), cf. DUHOUX 2007 and Companion 1,
353ff.
LEJEUNE 1963; KILLEN 1992-1993.
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§15.3. RELIGIOUS NAMES
§15.3.1. Identification, interpretation
A relatively large number of gods and goddesses are attested as recipients of
offerings in Linear B texts,53 e.g. in the series Fr of Pylos or in some Cnossos
tablets with offerings to pa-si-te-o-i /pansi theoihi/ ‘to all gods’ (masculine or
feminine). In any case it is not always clear whether the recipient is a god, a
hero or a person (i.e. the holder of a religious office).54 Obscurities remain even
when the context is relatively clear as in PY Tn 316 where gods of varying
importance are mentioned in the dative as recipients of sacred offerings. Among
the major gods are Zeus (di-we /Diwei/), Hera (e-ra /hErai/ and Hermes (e-ma-a2
/hErmahai/, followed by the epithet a-re-ja /Arehiai/ cf. ‰Arjv), and feminine
counterparts of male gods (di-wi-ja /Diwiai/, po-si-da-e-ja /Posidaheiai/, cf.
Zeus, Poseidon), as well as po-ti-ni-ja /Potniai/ ‘to the Mistress’, a generic
epithet designating a goddess without further specification.55 Other names designate minor local deities or heroes who are attested only in Mycenaean: some
of them are comprehensible, e.g. do-po-ta (from *dμs-pota- or *doms-pota-,
corresponding to despótjv ‘[House-]Lord’56), or ti-ri-se-ro-e /Tris-hero(h)ei/ ‘to
the Thrice-Hero’57 (whatever the meaning of e-ro*: Ørwv could be at this time);
others are obscure, e.g. di-ri-mi-jo di-wo i-je-we /Drimioi Diwos hiewei/ ‘to
Drimios, the son of Zeus’58 or not comprehensible at all, e.g. ma-na-sa, or may
be at most associated with later deities or quasi-deities (e.g. i-pe-me-de-ja, which
conceals an obscure form which was probably later remodelled as ˆIfimédeia
(Od. 11.305) through folk etymology, cf. Hom. ˝fi ‘by force’.
For the names (dat.) di-we, e-ma-a2 or po-se-da-o-ne, a religious context
added to the similarity with undisputed divine names of the first millennium
53

54
55

56

57
58

Cf. S. HILLER’s Chapter 14 above. Cf. also the overviews of Mycenean religion by BAUMBACH
1979; CHADWICK 1985; and those of S. HILLER in HILLER-PANAGL 1976, 289ff.; Documents2,
275ff., World, 84-101; RUIPÉREZ – MELENA 1990 (quoted in n. 3), 181ff. and PALAIMA 2004.
Cf. the presentation by WEILHARTNER 2005.
As a generic epithet, Myc. po-ti-ni-ja occurs frequently with a specification (see below), and
is not to be classed with the epicleses proper, which are descriptive and/or distinctive, cf.
GARCÍA RAMÓN 2010,89 pace ARAVANTINOS – GODART – SACCONI 2003, 20. About PY Tn
316, see Companion 1, §9.38.
The form goes back to a Greek remodelling of IE *déms-poti- ‘(House-)Lord’ (OAv. d≠∞gpaiti-,
Ved. dámpati-).
Cf. ILIEVSKI 1989.
Myc. /Drimios/ may be a derivative of drimúv ‘piercing, sharp’ (Hom.) or a ‘short’ form of a
compound with drimúv as its first member (e.g. *Drimu-béljv ‘having sharp arrows’ cf.
ôzu-béljv)with which another form */Drumios/ (cf. drumóv ‘copse, thicket’) may have secondarily (not phonetically!) merged. In my opinion, di-ri-mi-jo is a minor god, predecessor of
(and later absorbed by) Apollo.
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(Zeus, Hermes, Poseidon) makes the interpretation certain. However, caution
is very necessary. For instance the suggestion that i-qo /(h)ikkwoi/ (PY Fa 16)
and qo-we /Gwowei/ (and fem. qo-wi-ja /gwowia-/ in PY Tn 316), ku-ne /Kunei/
(MY Fu 711) conceal ‘Horse-God’, ‘Ox-God’ or ‘Dog-God’ respectively (cf.
ÿppov, boÕv, kúwv) are not safely supported by the context.59 A controversial
issue is the interpretation of the series Av, Fq, Ft and Gp of the Thebes tablets
published in 2001 by V.L. Aravantinos, L. Godart and A. Sacconi. On the
assumption that their content is fully religious, the editors believe that they may
recognize Zeus in the dat. o-po-re-i (cf. §15.3.2) as well as the couple Demeter
and Persephone in ma-ka and ko-wa: these forms would match (dat.) oporei
(a cult epithet of Zeus in Boeotia), the invocation M¢ G¢ (Aeschylus) and
Kórj ‘young woman’ respectively.60 Apart from the objections that such an
interpretation raises from a linguistic point of view, it is a fact that there is no
single text where o-po-re-i, ma-ka and ko-wa are written directly one before/
after the other, as happens in genuine triads61 (cf. di-we … e-ra … di-ri-mi-jo
di-wo i-je-we, each followed by an indication of offerings in PY Tn 316). For
this reason alone the divine triad may simply have to vanish. It must be stressed,
moreover, that, even if the general context is religious, o-po-re-i, ma-ka and
ko-wa could designate persons. On the other hand, an interpretation in nonreligious terms is perfectly possible.62
Gods’ names are also indirectly attested in theophoric personal names,63 and
in the names of sanctuaries and of months.64 For instance, MN a-pa-i-ti-jo
/hAphaistios/ (: ¨Jfaístiov, ¨Jfaistíwv) and a-re-me-ne / a-re-i-me-ne /Are(h)
i-menes/ (cf. ménov ‘interior force’), pa-na-re-jo /Pan-areios/ point to Mycenaean /hAphaistos/* and /Ares/ respectively. Even if the name of Zeus was not
attested in Linear B, it could have been conjectured on the basis of the month
name di-wi-jo-jo, di-u-jo /Diwion/ and the allative of a sanctuary’s name di-wijo-de /Diwion-de/.
59
60

61

62

63
64

CHADWICK 1985, 198f.
Cf. TOP, especially, 317ff.; identical views in ARAVANTINOS – GODART – SACCONI 2003.
Cf. also GODART – SACCONI 1996, 105ff. for o-po-re-i; GODART – SACCONI 1996, 107ff. (on
this cf. LEJEUNE 1996b); LEJEUNE 1997; RUIJGH 1996 for ma-ka.
This fact has been repeatedly stressed, cf. e.g. DUHOUX 2002-2003, especially 174ff.; WEILHARTNER 2005, 197; KILLEN 2006, 102f.
Cf. MELENA 2001, 49ff.; PALAIMA 2001-2002, 2003, 2006; DUHOUX 2002-2003; DUHOUX 2005;
GARCÍA RAMÓN 2010.
For an overview cf. ILIEVSKI 1999. Cf. also GARCÍA RAMÓN 2006b, 2008.
Cf. the overview by ROUGEMONT 2005, 340ff., 384ff. On month names cf. MELENA 1974; TRÜMPY
1989. The few names of ceremonies attested in Linear B (ROUGEMONT 2005, 341f., 384ff.) do not
reflect divine names and are illustrative of the ceremony itself, cf. for instance te-o-po-ri-ja /theophoriai/ or to-no-e-ke-te-ri-jo (instrumental) /thorno-hekteriois/ or /thorno-elkteriois/ ‘for the ritual
of the holding / carrying of the throne / flowers’ (Documents2, 482, 586; PETRAKIS 2002-2003).
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The same can be said for the goddess di-wi-ja or for Poseidon, two divine names
which underlie the sanctuary names di-u-ja-jo- /Diwiaion/ and po-si-da-i-jo
(: Hom. Posidßﬂon). For its part, the mention of a-ne-mo-i-je-re-ja /anemon
h
iereiai/ ‘to the priestess of the winds’ points to divinized winds (ãnemoi).
Divine epithets (êpiklßseiv: epitheta deorum) may refer to a specific place
(e.g. di-ka-ta-jo di-we /Diktaioi Diwei/ ‘to Zeus Diktaios’ evokes the PN dika-ta-: Díktj), or to a characteristic of the deity, or to a deity which was
associated (or merged) with the first one through syncretism: this is the case
with the unique e-ma-a2 a-re-ja /hErmahai Arehiai/ (dat.). In Mycenaean there
is no clear instance of a specifying or descriptive epiclesis which replaces the
name of the god it belongs to. Epicleses may or may not have an alphabetic
Greek match. Moreover, the line between divine name and epiclesis is not
always clear-cut historically: one form can be a divine name in Linear B and
an epiclesis in alphabetic Greek. This is the case with the names of two obscure
gods, e-nu-wa-ri-jo /Enuwalioi / and pa-ja-wo-ne /Paiawonei/ (dat.), which correspond to alph. Gr. ˆEnuáliov and Paißwv, Paiáv, epithets of Ares and
Apollo, respectively.65
Since Martin P. Nilsson’s epoch-making research, it is generally agreed that
what we call Mycenean religion was basically syncretistic: the Greek element
coexisted (and mingled with) a major Minoan component in Crete, and with a
Helladic one in the Peloponnese and Central Greece. It follows that pre-Greek
theonyms and epiclesis are very frequently attested in the Linear B tablets.
In fact, many of them defy further interpretation, even when they match forms
attested in alphabetic Greek. This holds true for the major deities (which are
all attested in Mycenaean, with the exception of Apollo, Aphrodite, Demeter,
and Athena, cf. §15.3.3), as well as for the minor ones. However, it must be
stressed that a given god could be older than its attested name, as this could
have replaced (or be a remodelling of) an older name (either IE or pre-Greek).
This is the case, for example, with po-ti-ni-ja, which may refer to goddesses of
pre-Greek origin (§15.3.4).

§15.3.2. Formal aspects
For the most part, religious names are very difficult to interpret from the
etymological point of view. Moreover, those which are interpretable do not
allow us to recognize specific suffixes used for divine names.

65

On (dat.) e-ne-si-da-one and the epithet ˆEnnosídav of Poseidon cf. §15.3.3.
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It is well known that the forms attested in Mycenaean cast light on the preforms of some religious names in first millennium Greek. For instance, e-ra
/hEra-/ (:ÊJra)66 rules out an interpretation as *ser-ºa- (based on IE *ser‘observe’, cf. Myc. o-ro-me-no /horomenos/, Hom. ∫rontai, Av. har- ‘id.’), for
in that case we would have *e-wa /hErwa-/. Similarly, po-se-da-o-ne /Poseidahonei/ makes clear that the name Poseidon did not have the suffix *-ºon-,
and that, consequently, the F of PoteidaFon (Corinth, 5th c.) is secondary.
It must be stressed that any attempt to interpret a form in terms of Greek must
rely on an indisputable etymology and not vice versa. One significant example
is supplied by o-po-re-i (often attested in TH Fq), which has been wrongly
assumed to conceal the dative of *ôpÉrjv (: ôp-Éra ‘autumn’) and to match
oporei, epithet of Zeus in Boeotian Acraephia (5th c.). But this is incompatible
with the etymology of the second element of ôp-Éra (*os-ar+a, an -a-derivative from an -r/n-stem *°os-r/n-)67 which would lead us to expect for ‘autumn’
a Myc. form */op-ohara/ noted *o-po-a-ra or *o-po-a2-ra:68 if o-po-re-i was
the dative of a derivative in -es- of */op-ohar(a)/ ‘autumn’ it would have been
written *o-po-a-re-i or *o-po-a2-re-i (not o-po-re-i) according to Mycenaean
spelling rules.69 For o-po-re-i, which is most probably the dative of a man’s
name, like me-to-re-i, 70 an interpretation as /Op-orehi/ (: ôpí ‘êpí’, ∫rov
‘mountain’, cf. Il. 5.523 êpˆ âkropóloisin ∫ressiv) is the simplest.

§15.3.3. Mycenaean religious names attested in the first millennium
According to the criteria mentioned above (§15.1.2), Mycenaean religious
names, irrespective of their age, position and function(s) in the Mycenaean
pantheon, can be roughly classified into two categories: names which survived
in the same form (or in a closely related one) in first millennium Greek, and
names which did not (§15.3.4).
Some of the names that have exact equivalents in the first millennium can
be interpreted, to different degrees, in terms of Greek, with or without recognizable IE etymology. The name of Zeus (see §15.3.1), is surely inherited from
66
67

68
69

70

For an interpretation cf. §15.3.3.
The etymology is proved beyond doubt by the nasal of Goth. asans ‘harvest (time), summer’,
OCS jesenà ‘autumn’, OPr. assanis.
Cf. among others DE LAMBERTERIE 2003.
We must notice that the Boeotian dat. oporei can indeed conceal *ôpwr- (noted opor in the
epichoric alphabet) and be traced back to *op-ohar- (nom. *op-ohar-es).
The MN me-to-re (KN; dat. me-to-re-i TH) surely conceals /Metores/ (metá, ∫rov ‘mountain’).
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IE, as guaranteed by Hom. HeÕ páter, Ved. dyàuÒ pítar (both vocatives),
Lat. Iuppiter, Diespiter (cf. IE *dîeº- ‘heaven’). The same probably holds true
for the name of Zeus’ feminine counterpart di-wi-ja, di-u-ja /Diwia-/71), which
survives in the Pamphylian Di$ía. Other names may or may not be Greek.
The name of Zeus may also appear in the first element of Dionysus’ name (di-wonu-so[, gen. -o-jo).72 The name of Poseidon po-se-da-o (dat. -o-ne, gen. -o-no
/Poseida(h)onei/, /-a(h)onos/: Hom. Poseidáwv), with the feminine counterpart
po-si-da-e-ja73 and the dat. plur. derivative po-si-da-i-je-u-si /Posidahieusi/ ‘to
the priests of P.’, has been traced back to a *-(h)on-formation built on a compound of /Posei°/ (vocative of pósiv ‘Lord’) and /°da-/, which may be related
to ‘water’ (cf. Ved. d0nu- ‘river’74) rather than to ‘earth’, as has sometimes
been suggested, and would therefore mean ‘Lord of Waters’. As for the name
of Hera (e-ra /hEra-/: ÊJra), which has often been assumed to be pre-Greek,
an interpretation as *Hîer-a- (cf. OE gear ‘year’ from *Hîer-o-, alph. Gr. ¿ra
‘spring’), as individualization of the flowering time,75 is in my opinion conclusively supported by the parallelism with her Latin counterpart Iuna (an -onformation on the stem *iun-, cf. the Lat. iuni-x ‘young cow’ built on the masc.
iuuen76). As to a-re (dat.) /Ares/ (: ‰Arjv) and e-ma-a2 /hErmahas/, gen. e-maa2-o (: ¨Erm±v, -éav), they may be related to ãrov· blábov and to ∏rma
‘protection’, ºrmov ‘chain’ respectively. Whether Zeus, Demeter and Persephone are referred to in the Thebes tablets with the names o-po-re-i, ma-ka and
ko-wa remains more than doubtful (§15.3.1).
The term po-ti-ni-ja /Potnia-/ (: pótnia ‘Mistress, Lady’, Ved. pátni- ‘id.’),
no doubt an IE word designating a feminine deity, can be understood ex graeco
ipso, but this does not exclude the possibility that the goddess (or, more properly, the goddesses)77 indicated had in some instances (some of) the functions
of a pre-Greek Mother Goddess. It may occur without further specification,
or be accompanied by a toponymic indication, e.g. da-pu2-ri-to-jo po-ti-ni-ja
/Daphurinthoio P./ ‘P. of the Labyrinth’ (KN) or po-ti-ni-ja a-si-wi-ja /P. Aswia-/

71

72
73
74
75

76

77

IE *diºîh2-, cf. Lat. dea Diana and alph. Gr. DiÉnj, probably related to Diana (cf. DUNKEL
1988-1990).
On the variants of the name of Dionysus cf. RUIPÉREZ 1983; GARCÍA RAMÓN 1987.
The name is built by means of the appurtenance suffix -e-ja, cf. §15.2.2.4.
As per JANDA 1999, 257ff.
The interpretation goes back to SCHRÖDER 1956, 67 (‘Jahr, Blühezeit’) and PÖTSCHER 1961
(‘die zur Ehe reife Frau’).
Cf. GARCÍA-RAMÓN 2001, 115 and 2009, 4. The interpretation of Lat. Iuno goes back to RIX
1981. Other interpretations of the name of Hera are referred to in PETERS 2002.
Cf. BOËLLE 2001; BOËLLE 2004; ROUGEMONT 2005, 344ff. The case for one single po-ti-ni-ja
is made by GODART 2001.
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‘Asian P.’ (KN), which points to Asia Minor, or by a cult-specifying epithet,
e.g. si-to-po-ti-ni-ja /Sitopotnia-/ (MY) ‘Mistress of Grain’ (continued by SitÉ
in Sicily) or po-ti-ni-ja i-qe-ja /(h)ikkweia-/ ‘Mistress of Horses’ (PY). The
Pylian te-i-ja ma-te-re /Thehiai Materei/ ‘to the Mother Goddess’ (or Mother of
the Gods, cf. qe⁄ov ‘divine’) and the Cnossos goddess qe-ra-si-ja /Kwherasia-/
probably ‘Mistress of wild beasts’ (cf. qßr ‘fera’), which points to a theriomorphic
goddess of the kind of the pótnia qjr¬n, or ‘Mistress of Hunters’, or simply
‘Mistress of Thera (island)’ (?) belong to the sphere of the po-ti-ni-ja too.
On the other hand, the etymology of the names of several well-known Olympic gods remains totally obscure. This is the case with Artemis (gen. a-te-mi-to,
dat. -te /Artemitos/, /-tei/: ‰Artemiv, West Gr. ‰Artamiv, cf. Lyd. Artimus) and
Hephaistos (cf. the MN a-pa-i-ti-jo /hAphaistios/). The goddess Athena is not
attested as such: in a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-ja /Athanas potniai/ (KN) ‘to the Mistress
of Athana’ a-ta-na is the genitive of a PN /Athana/ (cf. PN ˆAq±nai).78
The goddess of birth e-re-u-ti-ja /Eleuthiai/ is matched by Hom. Eîleíquia,
but the diversity of attested forms in alphabetic Greek (e.g. Laconian Eleuq/
sia, Cretan Eleuquia) points to a non-Greek form which has been hellenized
in different ways. It is not clear whether the GN e-ne-si-da-o-ne (dat.) /-dahonei/ survives in ˆEnnosídav, an epiclesis of Poseidon (Pindar, Stesichorus),
which probably reflects the first part of Hom. ˆEnnosí-gaiov, -xqwn ‘earthshaker’ (epithets of Poseidon).79

§15.3.4. Mycenaean religious names not attested the first millennium
Among the divine names and epithets not directly attested in alphabetic
Greek, some, as mentioned above, can be understood in Greek terms (do-po-ta,
ti-ri-se-ro-e). Other attempts at identification are more or less plausible.
This is particularly obvious in the case of some terms which designate recipients of offerings who may be human beings but also deified persons. We may
think, for instance, of the Pylos king, the wa-na-ka /wanaks/ (: Hom. ãnaz
‘king’), who is the recipient of divine honours in the Fr tablets, and of the term
78

79

BAUMBACH 1979, 152; CHADWICK 1985, 194. In fact, Hom. pótnia ˆAqjnaíj is originally ‘the
mistress of Athana’. The name of this goddess could actually be Athana (BOËLLE 2004, 68f.).
In fact, the form concealed by e-ne-si°, with its -e- vocalism, is not matched by ˆEvvosi° and
cannot, in my opinion, be explained as the effect of an assimilation *en(n)o- > en(n)e-. Moreover, the etymology of the first member of ênno-si°, eîno-si° is far from safely established:
a connection to Öqéw ‘shake’ (IE *ºedh-), and an explanation of êvvosi°, eînosi° as from
*en-ºodh-si° remains plausible from the semantic point of view, but, in this case, Myc. e-nesi°, which shows no trace of -w-, must be kept apart. Non liquet.
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wa-na-so-i, which is sometimes understood as the dat. dual of /wanassa-/
(: ãnassa), i.e. ‘to the two Queens’, referring to Demeter and Kore (but other
interpretations are possible); also of di-pi-si-jo /Dipsioi/ (nom. plur.; dat. plur.
di-pi-si-jo-i /-oihi/) ‘the thirsty ones’, which may refer, among other possibilities, to the dead, or to Genii of some kind.
As mentioned already, the names (and the status) of many other divine (or
deified) recipients of offerings remain unidentifiable and defy linguistic interpretation. Some of them are clearly pre-Greek, e.g. pi-pi-tu-na or ma-na-sa,
which point to pre-Greek proper names in -uvva and -(s)sa respectively. The same
is true of such names as ma-ri-ne-u*, pa-sa-ja, po-ro-de-‰qo-no, ]qe-sa-ma-qa,
si-ja-ma-to (all at KN), which remain opaque, and of i-pe-me-de-ja (PY), on
which cf. §15.3.1, or even pe-re-*82 (with a sanctuary [locative] pe-®ê-*82-jo),
the interpretation of which depends on that of the syllabogram *82.

§15.4. GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES
Place names are very often attested in Linear B texts directly or indirectly
(through ethnics or personal names derived from ethnics):80 ca 100 at Cnossos,
ca 250 at Pylos, and ca 25 at Thebes.81 They do not necessarily refer to places
within the kingdom in which the texts are attested: the PN te-qa /Thegwai/
(: Q±bai) is once mentioned at Mycenae, just as the MN ra-ke-da-mi-ni-jo
/Lakedaimnios/ (cf. PN Lakedaímwv) is mentioned at Thebes.82 The same phenomenon can be observed in ethnics: Cretan men (ke-re-te /Kretes/: Kr±tev)
and Cnidian and Milesian women (ki-ni-di-ja /Knidiai/: Knídiai, mi-ra-ti-ja
/Milatiai/: Milßsiai) are mentioned at Pylos; the MN a3-ku-pi-ti-jo /Aiguptios/ occurs at Cnossos, and so does the MN ku-pi-ri-jo /Kuprios/ (: Kúpriov)
at Pylos and Cnossos. This suggests the existence of close contacts among the
Mycenaean kingdoms and between them and other regions of the Mediterranean. We shall discuss below (§15.4.6) the significance of the fact that some
place names attested in Linear B reappear in post-Mycenaean Greece but in
different regions.
80

81

82

Cf. J. BENNET’s Chapter 13 above and the overviews of HART 1965; SAINER 1976; CREMONA –
MARCOZZI – SCAFA – SINATRA 1978; MCARTHUR 1985; MCARTHUR 1993; BENNET 1999;
BENNET 2000 (forthcoming).
According to BENNET 2000 (forthcoming), 98 place names at Cnossos (49 PNs with ethnic
attested, 4 PNs through ethnics), with a total of 1150 occurrences; 247 place names at Pylos
(37 PNs with ethnic attested, 17 through ethnics only), with a total of 794 occurrences. For Thebes
TOP, 355ff. mention 34 items.
LEJEUNE 1996a; DUHOUX 2007, 102f.
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§15.4.1. Identification, interpretation
It goes without saying that, before we try to compare a Mycenaean place
name with a form (place name, noun or adjective) of first millennium Greek,
we must be certain that the word in question is a real toponym. The following
features may help in the identification of place names:
(a) Contextual criteria, e.g. the structure of some tablets like the Pylian o-ka
tablets or that of PY Jn 829 may make clear what is a place name and what
is not.
(b) The presence of the postpositive -de (added to the accusative form, cf.
Hom. Kúpronde ‘to Cyprus’) to express direction. The case endings locative plur. -si /-si/ (and sing. -i /-i/) and/or instrumental -pi /-phi/ (with ablative value) are often associated with place names to express ‘at’ or ‘from’
respectively. An ideal example is that of PY pa-ki-ja-ne /-anes/ (nom.
plur.), for which we also have the forms pa-ki-ja-na-de /-anasde/, pa-ki-jasi /-ansi/ and pa-ki-ja-pi /-amphi/.83 If the basic form is not attested it
can mostly be reconstructed, cf. e.g. a-ka-wi-ja-de /Akhaiwian-de/, which
presupposes a PN a-ka-wi-ja* /Akhaiwia/*: ˆAxaía. We can also identify
in the same manner place names which remain completely obscure, cf. e.g.
ma-sa (KN) which is certainly a place name, as suggested by the allative
ma-sa-de.
(c) The presence of ethnics (sometimes used as personal names) formed with
typical suffixes such as -i-jo, fem. -i-ja /-io-/, /-ia/, -i-jo-ta /-iota-/, and others. Forms like a-mi-ni-si-jo /Amnisios/ (fem. -si-ja /Amnisia/) and i-wa-sijo-ta /Iwasiotas/ derive from the PNs a-mi-ni-so (: ‰Amnisov) and i-wa-so
(: ‰Iasov). Accordingly, an ethnic can allow us to reconstruct a place name,
even if this is not attested in Linear B, e.g. ke-re-te /Kretes/, mi-ra-ti-ja
/Milatiai/, MN ku-pi-ri-jo /Kuprios/ point to */Kreta/ (: Krßtj), */Milatos/
(: Míljtov), */Kupros/ (: Kúprov). In the same way we may identify place
names which have no obvious match in the first millennium: thus the ethnics
u-de-wi-ni-jo[ and a-pe-ke-i-jo (PY) make clear that u-de-wi-ne and a-pe-ke-e
are place names — which is confirmed by the texts in which they occur.
Just as in the epigraphical texts of classical Greece, it is not always easy to
distinguish between a place name proper and a common noun or an epithet
used to refer to, and describe, a place. This is e.g. the case with ri-me-ne

83

In a further step, pa-ki-ja-ne may be interpreted as /Sphagianes/ on the basis of the form Sfaktjría (cf. sfáhw ‘slay’).
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(locative of limßn ‘harbour’) in e-ra-po ri-me-ne /elaphon limenei/ ‘at the
harbour of the deers’84 or with wo-wo /worwos/ (: ºrov ‘border’), wo-wi-ja
/worwia/ (: ºria) combined with a personal name (ru-ke-wo-wo-wi-ja /Lu(n)kewos worwia/).
We must stress at this point that the formal identity of a place name attested
in Linear B (e.g. the PN me-ta-pa and the ethnic me-ta-pi-jo in the Pylos tablets)
with one (or more) place name(s) of first millennium Greece (cf. the PN
Métapa in Acarnania, the ethnic Metápioi in an Elean inscription) does not
imply that the two names refer to one and the same place. On the one hand,
it is possible to find the same name used in different places either because it is
imported from one region to another by migrant people or because it reflects a
common linguistic substratum (or a shared topographic feature). On the other
hand, a name can be replaced by another (e.g. Mycenaean Pylos was called
Korufásion in Archaic times), and consequently we may find that the Linear B
texts attribute to a specific place a name different from that which it had in the
first millennium. For the implications of this data for Greek prehistory and the
later developments down to post-Mycenaean times, cf. §15.4.6.
Common to all Mycenaean centres is the high frequency of names which,
irrespective of their possible identification, are not comprehensible ex graeco
ipso and go back to the language(s) of non-Greek populations. This is especially evident in the case of Crete, where there are no assured occurrences of
specifically Greek types such as derivatives with *-ºent- (with dat.-loc. -wo-te
meaning ‘provided with’) or compounds, though these are well attested in
Pylos, e.g. se-ri-no/u-wo-te /Selinwontei/, e-u-de-we-ro: Hom. eûdeíelov (cf.
§15.4.3).

§15.4.2. Mycenaean place names and first millennium place names
As mentioned in §15.1.2, place names attested in Linear B may be classified
according to whether or not they have matches in first millennium Greece.
Place names that have an exact (or at least approximate) reflex in the first
millennium are either (a) Greek, i.e. comprehensible in Greek or with the help
of comparison with other IE languages, or (b) non-Greek. Those in group (a)
may offer us evidence about word formation (§15.4.3) and about naming motifs
(§15.4.4); group (b) may provide us, at best, with information about pre-Greek

84

A. Morpurgo Davies (per litteras) suggests that in this case Myc. /limen/* could mean here
‘meeting place’ (: âgorá), as in Thessalian and in Cyprian.
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word formation (§15.4.5). Examples of (a) are locative e-re-i /hElehi/ (: PN
ÊElov ‘marsh-meadow’), me-ta-pa /Metapa/ (: Métapa ‘land behind [or in the
middle of] the waters’),85 or locative se-ri-no-wo-te, se-ri-nu-wo-te /Selinwontei/ (: SelinoÕv) ‘rich in celery’, a Greek derivative of a non-Greek word
(sélivov). Examples of (b) are a-mi-ni-so /Amnis(s)os/, ko-no-so /Knos(s)os/,
pa-i-to /Phaistos/, tu-ri-so /Tulis(s)os/ (: ‰Amnisov, Knwsóv, Faistóv,
Túlisov)86 in the tablets of Cnossos, te-qa /Thegwai/ (: Q±bai), a-ma-ru-to
(: ˆAmárunqov) in those of Thebes and ko-ri-to /Korinthos/ (: Kórinqov) in
those of Pylos. Slight differences such as the one between u-ta-no and ‰Itanov
(Crete) or a-ka-wi-ja* (: ˆAxaía) and Hitt. AÌÌiîaºa-) are usual in the case of
non-Greek names; secondary folk etymology is also possible, as in the case of
a-pa-ta-wa /Aptarwa/, adapted as ‰Aptera ‘wingless’ (cf. pterón ‘wing’).
Names which have no correspondence in alphabetic Greek may nevertheless
be Greek, provided that a satisfactory interpretatio Graeca is suggested (e.g.
qa-sa-ro-we at Cnossos could a priori be /Kwsallowens/ ‘rich in wood’, cf. the
gloss cállov· Àlj). Otherwise they remain absolutely opaque.

§15.4.3. Greek place names: word formation
Mycenaean Greek place names may originate as nouns (of Greek or preGreek origin), derivatives of nouns, or compounds. Among the specific derivational suffixes, the following are frequent:87
/-ia-/ (: alph. Gr. -ia¯): e.g. °ra-i-ja /°laia/ (from l¢av ‘stone’) in °a3-ko-rai-ja /°aigo-laia/ (see below), a-ka-wi-ja /Akhaiwia/, ku-do-ni-ja /Kudonia/
(: Kudwnía).
/-a-/ (: alph. Gr. - a¯, Att. -j88): e.g. pi-*82, most probably /Piswa/ (: P⁄sa)
from *pitºa- ‘region of pines’ (cf. pítuv ‘pine’); the MN pi-sa-wa-ta /Piswatas/, clearly an ethnic in origin, presupposes a PN *pi-sa-wa which is likely to
go back to */Pitwa/.89 Some names in -e-wa /-ewa/ (corresponding to the type
Tegéa, Neméa) attested only in Pylos, are best explained as collectives in /-a-/
85

86

87

88
89

Both ∏lov and °ap- are IE, cf. Ved. sáras- ‘marsh’ and Ved. áp- ‘water’, Lat. amnis ‘river’
respectively.
The PN ru-ki-to (KN) may be interpreted as /Luktos/ (: Cretan Lúttov), but another possible
reading /Lukistos/ fits LB orthographic rules better.
An overview of formations of various kinds in LINDNER 1995, 700ff. On ethnics cf. GSCHNITZER
1983.
From the IE collective *-eh2- as per LEUKART 1994 passim (112, 174 for /Pitwa/).
MELENA 1983, 264. An original *Pisºa- would have yielded Myc. */Piwwa-/, written *pi-wa
(cf. Hom. njóv, Lesbian naÕov ‘temple’ < *nas-ºo-).
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derived from place names in -e-u, cf. the pairs PN a-ke-re-wa /Agrewa-/, a-kere-u /Agreus/ (dat. a-ke-re-we).90
/-on-/ (: alph. Gr. -Év91): e.g. pe-re-u-ro-na-de /Pleuronade/ (: PleurÉv,
cf. pleurá, pleurón ‘flank, side’).
/-wont-/92 (corresponding to adj. /-went-/, fem. /-wessa/ ‘provided with’, used
e.g. in adjectives like te-mi-de-we /termidwens/, plur. ntr. te-mi-dwe-ta /-wenta/
‘with borders’): alph. Gr. -(o)$ent- / -(o)$essa:93 e.g. a2-ru-wo-te /hAlwontei/
(: ¨AloÕv ‘salty’, Arcadia) from †lv ‘salt, sea’, se-ri-no-wo-te, se-ri-nu-wo-te
/Selinwontei/ (: SelinoÕv, cf. §15.4.2), mu-to-wo-ti /Murtowonti/ (cf. MurtoÕntiov, of múrtov ‘myrtle’). There are also derivatives in /-was-io-/, /-wat-id-/ as
ethnics, e.g. ti-nwa-si-jo if /Thinwasio-/ < *-º∞t-iîo- from */thin-/: qív ‘sand’),
wo-no-wa-ti-si if loc. pl. /woino-watisi/ (< -º∞t-id- from */woinos/: o˝nov ‘wine’).
Compounds of all types (as well as nominal phrases such as e.g. e-ra-po
ri-me-ne /elaphon limenei/) (see §15.4.1) are also attested in Pylos, e.g. a-pike-ne-a[ if a PN /Amphigene(h)a/ (cf.ˆAmfigéneia?), e-u-de-we-ro /E(h)udewelos/ (: Hom. eûdeíelov), ma-to-ro-pu-ro /Matropulos/ or /Mat®pulos/ (cf.
Matrópoliv) and u-pe/a-ra-ki-ri-ja /hUpe/arakria/ (: ¨Uperákria).
The names of the two Pylos provinces (de-we-ro-a3-ko-ra-i-ja and pe-ra3ko-ra-i-ja) are both compounds or juxtapositions of local adverbs (/deuro/ and
/pera/ ‘hither’ and ‘further’) and a second element which is itself a compound
°a3-ko-ra-i-ja /°aigolaia/ ‘rocks (cf. l¢av ‘stone’) of the goat(s) (a÷z)’ resulting
from the univerbation (i.e. union of two words) of *aîgóv (aîg¬n) and laía.
Compounds and syntagms are particularly informative about naming motifs
(see §15.4.4).

§15.4.4. Greek place names: meaning and naming motifs
The meanings of the stems used to form Mycenaean place names can be
compared with those similarly used in Greek and other IE languages and can
be classified as follows:
(a) Places (descriptive, with allusion to physical characteristics or appearance):
for instance, locative e-re-i /hElehi/ (: ÊElov), ka-ra-do-ro /Kharadroi/
(: Xáradrov), pu-ro /Pulos/ (: Púlov), ri-jo /Rhion/ (: ¨Ríov) which
90
91
92

93

A comprehensive overview in HAJNAL 1995, 215ff.
It goes back to individualizing IE *-h3on- (formally parallel to *-ºon-, *îon-).
On the suffix, which reflects an old -o-vocalism, cf. LEJEUNE 1970, 43ff.; HEUBECK 1976, 127ff.;
HAJNAL 1997, 89ff.
The suffix *-ºent- (fem. *-º∞t-îh2-) is also IE, cf. Skt. -vant-, fem. -vati-.
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match the nouns ∏lov ‘marsh-meadow’, xáradrov ‘torrent’, púlj ‘gate,
palace’ and Åíon ‘peak’ respectively, as well as locative e-re-o-ni /Eleoni/
(: ˆEleÉv), probably related to Hom. êleón ‘kitchen table’ and the compound e-wi-ri-po /E(h)uripos/ (: EΔripov ‘strait’94). Very descriptive are the
compounds e-u-de-we-ro /E(h)udewelos/ (: Hom. Eûdeíelov) ‘having nice
afternoons (deielóv)’,95 o-pi-ke-ri-jo /Opiskherion/ (: ˆEpisxériov, cf. Hom.
êpisxerÉ ‘in a row’), u-po/a-ra-ki-ri-ja /hUpo/arakria/ ‘beyond the heights
(corresponding to üpèr tà ãkra, cf. PN ¨Uperákria)96 and the nominal
groups ku-]no ka-ra-o-re /[Ku]nos krahorei/ (‘[D]og’s Head’97), ti-mi-to a-kee /Thimistos ankehi/ ‘the hill (: ãgkov) of the boundary furrow’ or /tirminthon
ankeh i/ ‘the hill side of terebinth trees’.98 On a2-ru-wo-te, ti-nwa-si-jo, me-tapa and e-ra-po ri-me-ne, ru-ke-wo-wo-wi-ja, cf. §15.4.3 and 15.4.1.
(b) Plants and animals: pa-ko /phagos/ (: fjgóv ‘oak’, PN Fjgóv), and also
se-ri-no° /selino°/ ‘celery’, mu-to° /murto°/ ‘myrtle’, wo-no° /woino°/ ‘wine’,
all with the added suffix /-wont-/, cf. §15.4.3. For ‘deer’ and ‘dogs’ see
above e-ra-po ri-me-ne, ku-]no ka-ra-o-re.
(c) Ethnics: ku-do-ni-ja /Kudonia/ (: Kudwnía), cf. Kúdwnev.
(d) Occupational names: instrumental ku-te-re-u-pi /Khutreuphi/ (: xutreúv
‘potter’), if this is a place name; probably also e-ra-te-re-wa-o /Elatrewahon/
(gen. plur.) and e-ra-te-re-wa-pi /Elatrewaphi/99 along with e-ra-te-re-we
/Elatrewei/ (see Hom. MN ˆElatreúv, cf. êlatßr ‘driver’).

§15.4.5. Non-Greek geographical names: word formation
Among the most frequently attested place names which defy interpretation
in terms of Greek, it is possible to isolate some recurrent suffixes (or, at least,
word terminations), which also appear in words that most probably go back to
pre-Greek populations:
/-(a)na-/ (: alph. Gr. -vâ-, cf. âpßnj ‘chariot’): gen. a-ta-na /Athanas/
(: ˆAq±na, -ai), cf. Messánâ et sim.

94

95
96
97
98

99

I.e. ‘having a broad current’, from a compound *eºrupó- (*eºru-h2p-ó-) by vowel dissimilation
according to FORSSMAN 1988.
GARCÍA RAMÓN 1998-1999.
According to HEUBECK 1962; on the first member *up®º beside *uperº cf. HAJNAL 1997, 143ff.
Cf. the semantic parallel of Kunoskefalaí ‘Dog’s heads’.
/Thimistos ankehi/ according to RUIPÉREZ 1957, 181, /tirminthan ankehi/ according to PALAIMA
2000.
HAJNAL 1995, 219ff.
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/-(V)ntho-/ (alph. Gr.: -vqov, cf. âsáminqov ‘bathing tub’): /-anthos/ (o-ruma-to /Orumanthos/, cf. ˆErúmanqov), /-inthos/ (ko-ri-to /Korinthos/: Kórinqov
and WN ko-ri-si-ja /Korinsia/), /-unthos/ (za-ku-to* /Dzakunthos/: Hákunqov,
cf. MN za-ku-si-jo /Dzakunsios/; a-ma-ru-to /Amarunthos/: ˆAmárunqov).
/-(V)sso-/ (: alph. Gr. -ss/ttov, cf. kupáriss/ttov ‘cypress’): ku-pa-ri-so
*/Kuparissos/ (adj. ku-pa-ri-si-jo /Kuparissioi/) (: Hom. Kuparissßeiv
Il. 2.593), perhaps pa-na-so if PN /Parnassos/ (: Parnassóv). The Attic and
Boeotian forms in -ttov (e.g. Lukabjttóv) and the use of the letter T (sampi)
in the gen. plur. AlikarnaTewn (Halicarnassus, 5th c.) besides Alikarnassewn, PN Alikarnassov seem to point to an original form *-tso-100 of the
suffix.
/-(V)so-/ (: alph. Gr. -sov, cf. qíasov ‘Bacchic troup’): a-mi-ni-so /Amnisos/,
i-wa-so /Iwasos/ (: ‰Amnisov, ‰Iasov), ro-u-so /Lousoi/ (: Lousoí), tu-ri-so
/Tulisos/ (: Túlisov), cf. also Kjfisóv (river in Attica). It must be stressed
that /-(V)so-/ cannot be identical to /-(V)sso-/, as shown by the ethnic (acc.
sing.) Knohian (with secondary *-s- > -h-), attested in an Argive treaty between
Cnossos and Tylisos (DGE no. 84. 21-2: ca 450).101
These suffixes are certainly not Greek and point to pre-Greek population
layers in Greece. Two of them probably have parallels in Anatolia, namely
/-ntho-/ (cf. Anat. -[a]nda) and /-ssos/, which may be compared with Luv. -ssaand points to the existence of an IE Luvian substrate in Greece (cf. Parnassóv and Luv. parna- ‘house, temple’) prior to the arrival of the first Greeks.
This point is, however, much disputed and a word of caution should probably
be added, particularly since the possibility that -ssov /-ttov derives from
*-tso- (see above) makes a straight comparison of alph. Gr. -ssov and Luv.
-ssa- very difficult.102

§15.4.6. Place names and Greek prehistory
The place names (or the corresponding ethnics) which occur in the Mycenaean centres sometimes match identical or similar place names or ethnics
which refer to places found in different regions in post-Mycenaean Greece
(cf. §15.4.1). This may be simply due to the existence of trade contacts between
Mycenaean centres and regions outside the Mycenaean power centres. Given
that almost all parts of Greece became Mycenaeanized, military contacts are
100
101
102

Cf. WYATT 1968.
Cf. CHADWICK 1969, 87.
Cf. the discussion by MORPURGO DAVIES 1986, 112 ff.
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also very possible, as suggested by the possible mention in the archives of
Pylos of Pleuron in Aetolia (pe-re-u-ro-na-de /Pleurona-de/ with the ethnic pere-u-ro-ni-jo /Pleuronios/). It is also possible that the prestige of the Mycenaean
civilisation contributed to the diffusion of its place names. There are, however,
other possible explanations for this name overlap: (a) a Mycenaean place name
may have been taken to other regions by migrants after the fall of the Mycenaean kingdoms, or (b) the coincidence is simply fortuitous, due either to a
pre-Greek substratum which extended over several regions, or, in the case of
Greek names proper, to a parallel development. (a) is the most plausible hypothesis for toponyms attested in the Pylos tablets and in regions of the Peloponnese
beyond the borders of Messenia, namely the south-western fringe of Arcadia.103
This is the case, for instance, of e-ko-me-no /Erkhomenos/ and ro-u-so /Lousoi/
(: ˆE/Orxomenóv, Lousoí in Arcadia), e-re-i /hElehi/ (: ÊElov in Laconia),
pu-ro /Pulos/ (: Púlov in Messenia, Elis, Triphylia), pi-*82 /Piswa/ (: P⁄sa
in Elis), re-u-ko-to-ro /Leuktron/ (: LeÕktra on the border between Messenia
and Laconia, LeÕktron in South Arcadia and Achaia), ri-jo /Rhion/ (¨Ríon on
the border between Achaia and Messenia).104
On the other hand (b) may be exemplified by the presence of non-Greek
names such as ˆE/Orxomenóv in Boeotia and in Central Greece or ˆErúmanqov
in Elis (: o-ru-ma-to /Orumanthos/ PY): their presence in more than one area
is probably due to a pre-Greek substratum. This, however, does not exclude the
possibility that these names were brought from pre-Greek Boeotia to pre-Greek
Peloponnese in pre-Mycenaean times. The same may be true in the case of the
PN a-ta-na, which reappears (also in the name of a goddess) in Attica, and for
the appearance of some place names both in Thessaly and in the first millennium Western Peloponnese,105 though they are not actually reflected in the
Pylos tablets. On the other hand, when a Mycenaean place name has an IndoEuropean etymology, as is the case with Pylian me-ta-pa /Metapa/ (: Métapa
in Acarnania) or pa-ko /Phagos/ (: Fjgóv in Thessaly, also Fßgeia in Arcadia), the appearance in more than one place may be purely due to the existence
of common naming devices.
Needless to say, the value of place names for the reconstruction of Greek
prehistory remains controversial, and much is speculative in most cases. There
is no golden rule that favours one of the theoretical possibilities mentioned
above over the others.

103
104
105

Cf. CHADWICK 1973 (discussion of HILLER 1972); CHADWICK 1977.
For extensive overviews cf. KIECHLE 1960; KIECHLE 1962; EDER 1998, 179ff.
Cf. KIECHLE 1960, 39, 46ff.; EDER 1998, 187 with references.
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§15.5. ABBREVIATIONS AND SIGLA
e.g.
GN
Goth.
Hitt.
Hom.
IE
i.e.
KH
KN
Lat.
Luv.
MN
MY
OAv.
OCS
OLat.
OPruss.
PN
PY
Skt.
TH
V
Ved.
vel sim.
WN
°
* (after a form)
* (before a form)

exempli gratia (‘for example’)
god’s name
Gothic
Hittite
Homer(ic)
Indo-European
id est (‘that is [to say]’)
Chania
Cnossos
Latin
Luvian
man’s name
Mycenae
Old Avestan
Old Church Slavonic
Old Latin
Old Prussian
place name
Pylos
Sanskrit
Thebes
any vowel
Vedic
vel simile (‘or similar’)
woman’s name
boundary between first and second member of a compound
form not attested, but guaranteed by the existence of other forms of
the same paradigm, or of derivatives
reconstructed form.
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